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Partitions of the Natural Numbers into Infinitely
Oscillating Bases and Nonbases

Paul Erdos and Melvyn B. Nathanson

Abstract The set A of nonnegative mtegers is a basis if every sufficiently large integer x can
be wntten in the form x a + a&apos; with a,a&apos;eA If A is not a basis, then ît is a nonbasis We
construct a partition of the natural numbers into a basis A and a nonbasfs B such that, as
random éléments are moved one at a time from A to B, from B to A, from A to B,..., the
set A oscillâtes from basis to nonbasis to basis and the set B oscillâtes simultaneously from
nonbasis to basis to nonbasis

1. Introduction

Let A be an infinité subset of the natural numbers IN ={0,1,2,...}.
Then A is an asymptotic basis of order 2, or, simply, a basis, if every
sufficiently large number can be written in the form a, + a,, where at, a, e A If
the set A is not a basis, then it is called an asymptotic nonbasis of order 2,

or, simply, a nonbasis.
The set A is a minimal basis if A is a basis, but, for any aeA, the set

A\{a} is a nonbasis. Similarly, the set A is a maximal nonbasis if A is a
nonbasis, but, for any natural number béA, the set AU{b} is a basis. Minimal

bases and maximal nonbases were introduced by Stôhr [5] and Nathan-
son [4], and studied further by Hârtter [3] and Erdôs and Nathanson [1, 2].

Minimal bases and maximal nonbases are examples of sets which oscillate
once from basis to nonbasis or from nonbasis to basis by the deletion from
or addition to the set of a single élément. There also exist sets which
exhibit two oscillations. Erdôs and Nathanson [2] hâve constructed a basis A
such that, for any aeA, the set A\{a} is a nonbasis, and, for any
bfÉA\{a}, the set (A\{a})U{b} is again a basis. They also constructed a

nonbasis A such that, for any 6éA, the set AU{b} is a basis, and, for any
aeAU{b}, the set (AU{b})\{a} is again a nonbasis. But no example had
been constructed of a set which would oscillate infinitely often from basis to
nonbasis to basis to nonbasis... by successive deletions from and additions
to the set of single éléments. Such a set can be precisely described in the

following way. Let A be an infinité set of natural numbers, and let S and
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T be finite sets such that S^A and Te N\A. Then A is an infinitely oscil-
lating basis if (A\S)UT is a basis if and only if |S|&lt;|T|. Similarly, let B
be an infinité set of natural numbers, and let S and T be finite sets such

that T&lt;=£ and S&lt;=|N\B. Then B is an infinitely oscillating nonbasis if (BU
S)\T is a nonbasis if and only if |S|&lt;|T|. Clearly, if A is an infinitely
oscillating basis, then A\{a} is an infinitely oscillating nonbasis for any aeA.
Similarly, if B is an infinitely oscillating nonbasis, then BU {a} is an
infinitely oscillating basis for any aéB.

Nathanson [4] asked if there existed a partition of the natural numbers
into a minimal basis A and a maximal nonbasis B. This partition would
hâve the property that A is a basis and B is a nonbasis, but, if any
élément aeA is moved to B, then A\{a} becomes a nonbasis and BU {a}
becomes a basis. One can ask, further, for such a partition with the addi-
tional property that if any élément beBU{a} is moved to A\{a}, then

(BU{a})\{b} becomes a nonbasis and (A\{a})U{5} becomes a basis again.
Indeed, one could wish for a partition of IN into a basis A and a nonbasis
B such that, as random éléments are moved one at a time from one set of
the partition to the other, the set which is a basis becomes a nonbasis and

the set which is a nonbasis becomes a basis. This is équivalent to requiring
a partition of the natural numbers into two sets, one of which is an

infinitely oscillating basis and the other an infinitely oscillating nonbasis. The

purpose of this paper is to construct such a partition. In particular, this

proves the existence of infinitely oscillating bases.

THEOREM. There exists a partition of the natural numbers M into two

disjoint sets A and B such that A is an infinitely oscillating basis and B is

an infinitely oscillating nonbasis.

2. A Critical Lemma

The following notation will be used consistently in this paper. If A is a

set of numbers, then the sumset 2A ~{a + a&apos; | a, a&apos;e A}. By [M, M] we de-
note the interval of integers x M, M+1,..., AT. Let Nk &gt; 2JVk-i, where
A/fc=2ttk + l and rck 2mk is even. The interval [Nk~i + 1, JVk] will be di-
vided into the following three subintervals:

n [Nk_i + l,nfc], I£ [nk + l,Nk-iVk-i-l], H [Nk-Nk-u JVk].

By Aie and Bk (resp. Ai and Bk, Ak and Bk) we dénote subsets of Jk
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(resp. lie, Tk) which partition the interval I&apos;k (resp. Ik, Tk). Let

and let Ak AkUAk and Bk BkUBk. Then the sets Ak and Bk partition
the interval Ik and the sets AkUA&quot;k and BkUB&quot;k partition the interval

The cardinality of the finite set A is denoted \A\.

LEMMA 1. Let xe[2P + 2, P+Q+l]. TTierc the number of subsets A of
[P+l, O] smc/î tfiaf x£2A is less than

Proof Let A&lt;=[p+1, Q] with xé2A. Suppose x 2x&apos; + l is odd. We di-
vide [P+1,0] into the interval [x-P,Q] and the x&apos;-P pairs {r, x-r} with
r P+l,vP + 2,..., jc&apos;. Then A can contain any of the 2°~(x~mi subsets of
[x~P,Q]. On the other hand, A can contain at most one élément from
each pair {r,x — r}, and so there are three choices for the distribution of
each pair {r,x — r} in A (either reA, x-réA, or nÉA, x — reA, or réA,
x-réA). Therefore, the number of ways to choose A is exactly

-P+l-(,-2P)^3&apos;

Similarly, if x 2xf is even, we divide [P+1,0] into the interval

[x-P,Ql the singleton {*&apos;}, and the x&apos;-P-l pairs {r,x-r}, where r

P+l, P + 2,..., jc&apos;-I. Clearly, x&apos;gA, and the number of ways to choose A
is exactly

(fï\
x-2P

y—\ 2°~p+1.

LEMMA 2. Let xe[P+O + l, 20]. Then the number of subsets A of
[P+l, O] such that xé2A is less than

(tt)
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Proof. Let Ac[P+l,O] with xé2A. Suppose x 2x&apos;+l is odd. We di-
vide [P+1,Q] into the interval [P+l, x-Q-1] and the Q-x&apos; pairs
{x — r,r} where r=jc&apos;+l, x&apos; + 2, O. Then the number of ways to choose

A is exactly

°~* 2*~°~1~p X)
&lt; {—

*
2°~p

Similarly, if x — lx1 is çven, we divide [P+l, O] into the interval [P +
l,x — Q— 1], the singleton {*&apos;}, and the Q — x&apos; pairs {x —r, r}, where r
x&apos; + 1, jc&apos; + 2, Q. Then the number of ways to choose A is exactly

(JiA2Q-x—) 2°~p

LEMMA 3. Ler d&gt;l. Then the number of subsets A of [P+1,Q] such

that

aeA and a^Q — d implies a + deA (*)

does not exceed

Similarly, the number of subsets A of [P+l, O] such that

aeA and a^P+l + d implies a —de A (**)

does not exceed

Proo/. The interval [P+l, O] can be partitioned into d disjoint arithmetic
progressions with différence d, each of length at most (Q —P)/d + l. Suppose
that Ac[p+1, Q] satisfies (*) (resp. (**)). Then A is the disjoint union of
terminal (resp. initial) segments of the d arithmetic progressions, and each

of thèse segments is determined by its initial (resp. terminal) élément, which
can be chosen in at most (Q — P)ld + 2 ways. Since there are d progressions,
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the number of Ac[P+l,Q] which satisfy (*) (resp. (**)) is at most
((Q-P)/d + 2)d.

LEMMA 4. There exists a constant c such that, given a nonnegative in-
teger Nk_i, then for ail sufficiently large Nk 2nk + \ there is a partition of
the interval Ik [Nk-i + 1, Nk -Nk-i ~ 1] into two sets Ak and Bk such that

(i) Nk£2AkU2Bk

(ii) [Nk +

Furthermore, if Afc-i is sufficiently greater than Nk-2, and if there is a
partition of the interval Ik_i [Nk-2+l, Nk-i~Nk-2-1] into two sets Ak-i and
Bk-i such that

(iii) ATk

(iv) [Nfc

then there is a partition of Ik into sets Ak and Bk which satisfy (i), (ii), and
also

(v) [Afc-i +1, Nk-J c 2(Ak U Ak-i) H 2(Bk U Bk-i).

Proof Let us call a partition h =AkUBk permissible if Nké2Ak U2Bk. Since

h is symmetric with respect to Nk/2, then xe Ak if and only if Nk-xeBk. Let
j&apos;k []yk_1 +1, nk] and /g [nk +1, Nk -Nk-i -1]. Let Ak AkH Ik, Al AkD II
Bk BkD I&apos;k, and Bl BkD II Then jc € Ak if and only if Nk - x e Bl and x s Bk
if and only if Nk - x e Ak. Clearly, if Ik Ak U Bk is a permissible partition, then
each one of the four sets Ak, AK, Bfe, Bk uniquely détermines the other three.
Since Afc can be any subset of Jk [Nk-i + l, Mk], it follows that there are exactly
2nk~iV-1 permissible partitions of Ik. We shall prove that for any e &gt;0 there exists
a constant c such that, for ail sufficiently large Nk, the number of permissible
partitions of Ik which also satisfy condition (ii) is greater than (1 - e)2Kk~Nk-\

Moreover, for this constant c, if Nk-i is sufficiently greater than Nk-2 and if there
exists a partition Ik-i Ak-iUBk-i which satisfies conditions (iii) and (iv), then
the number of permissible partitions of h which satisfy both conditions (ii) and (v)
is greater than (l-e)2Hk~Nk-1.

Let £&gt;0, let e&apos; e/18, and choose the constant c&gt;2 so.that

V/V3VUt)
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Let Nfc 2nk + 1, where Mk=2mk and mk^2Nk-i + c + l and also

J {nk+2)d&lt;e&apos;2nk~Nk-\

The proof is in seven steps.
I. Let xG[Nk + c-l, nk + Nk-Nk-i]. By Lemma 1, the number of subsets

Al of ik [nfc + l, Nk-Nk-i-1] such that x£2Al is less than

Therefore, the number of Al^H such that xé2Al for some
[Nfc + c-1, Jik + Nk-Nk-i] is less than

x-2nk Nfc-Nfc-i-n 1^

2&gt; fc-i =2&quot; -i 2L ^&quot;2

Since each set Al^îl completely détermines a permissible partition h
AkUBk, we conclude that the number of permissible partitions with x£2Ak
for some xe[Nk + c — 1, /tk + Nk-Nk-i] is less than 2e&apos;2nfc~~iV&apos;c-1.

IL Let xe[ttk + Nk-Nk-i,2Nk--2Nk-i-2-c]. By Lemma 2, the number
of Al^H such that x0.2Al is less than

2Nk-2iVk_1-2-x

Therefore, the number of Al&lt;=-H such that xé2Al for some xe
[nfc + Nk — Nk-i, 2Nfc — 2Nk-i — 2 — c] is less than

2^-2^,-2-0 2Nfe_2Nk_i_2_x
^ i= Nfc j

^&quot;^&quot;^/VSY

It follows that the number of permissible partitions Ik Ak U Bk such that
xé2Ak for some JC€[nk + Nk~Nk-i,2Nk--2Nk-i-2--c] is less than

III. Let Jce[iVk + l,Nk + c-2]. Then x Nk + d for somç de[l,c-2]. Let
Ik AkUBk be a permissible partition such that xé2Ak. Let Ak AkUAl,
and let aeAl with a&gt;nk + l-Hd. Then jc-a€Jk AkUJ5k. But aeAl and
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imply x-a&amp;A&apos;k. Therefore, x — aeB&apos;k. Since h AkUBk is a permissi-
ble partition, Nk~(x-a) a-de A&apos;L That is, AJc[nk4-1, Nk-Nk-i-1], and if
a € Aie and a &gt; nk 4-1 4- d, then a - d € Aï. By Lemma 3, the number of such sets

Ak does not exceed

Therefore, the number of permissible partitions h Ak U Bk such that
for some jc e [Nk +1, Nk + c —2] is less than

c-2

Combining the results of I—III, we conclude that the number of permissible

partitions h — AkUBk such that xélAk for some xe
[Nk + l,2Nk-2Nk-i-2-c] is less than 4e&apos;2n&quot;~JVk-1. Similarly, the number of
permissible partitions h AkUBk such that xélBk for some xe
[Nk + l,2Nk-2Nk-i-2-c] is less than 4e&apos;2llfc~Nk-1. Therefore, condition (ii)
fails to hold for less than Sef2nk~Nk-l&lt;e2nk~Nk-i permissible partitions of Ik.

This proves the first part of Lemma 4.

IV. Let jce[2Nk-i + c, nfc + Nfc_i + l]. By Lemma 1, the number of subsets

Ak of Ik [Nk-i4-1, nk] such that xé2A&apos;k is less than

Therefore, the number of A&apos;k^I&apos;k such that xé2Ak for some xe
[2Nk-i 4- c, nk 4- Nk-i 4-1] is less than

V (11) t-2-*-N»-,+i 2-&apos;-N&apos;-+1 IX=2Nk-1+c\ 2 / t C

Then the number of permissible partitions Ik AkUBk such that xé2Ak for
some jce[2Nk-i4-c, ttk + Nk-i + 1] is less than 2e&apos;2nk~Nk-\

V. Let xe[nk + Nk-i + hNk-c-ll By Lemma 2, the number of Akcz I&apos;k

such that xé2A&apos;k is less than
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Therefore, the number of A&apos;k&lt;^ I&apos;k such that x&amp;2A&apos;k for some xe
i + l, Nk~c~ 1] is less than

N.-c-l / /S\ N.-l-x nk-Nk i~-l

Therefore, the number of permissible partitions h Ak U Bk such that
xé2Ak for some jc€[nk+Nk_i + l, Nk~c~l] is less than e&apos;2&quot;k Nk

&apos;.

VI. Let x€[Nk-c, Nfc-1]. Then x Nk-d for some de[l, c]. Let
h AkUBk be a permissible partition such that xé2Ak. Let A^AiUAï,
and let aeAk with a&lt;nk~d. Then x-ae/k=AÏUBÏ. But aeAt and

xélAk imply jc —a^Ak. Therefore, x-aeB!l. Since /k=AkUJBk is a permissible

partition, Nk~(x~a) a + de AL That is, Akc[Nk-i +1, ttk], and if ae
At and a&lt;nk — d, then a + d€AL By Lemma 3, the number of such sets

Ah does not exceed

Therefore, the number of permissible partitions Ik AkU Bk such that
for some xe[Nk — c,Nk~l] is less than

VII. Let x€[2Nk-i-2Nk_2-l-c, 2Nk_1 + c-l]. Now we suppose that
there is a partition of the interval h-i =[^-2+1, Nk-i~Nk-2~ 1] into two
sets Ak-i and Bk-i that satisfy conditions (iii) and (iv), and that Nk-i

+ l, where /ik-i 2mk-i is even, and mk-i^2Nfc-2 + c + l, and

Then J [nk-i-mk-i + l, nk-i + mk-i] [mk-i-f-l, 3mk-i]c Ik-i, and J is sym-
metric with respect to Nk~i/2. By condition (iii) we hâve Nk_i €2Ak-i U2Bk-i,
and so / contains exactly mk-i éléments of Ak-i and mk-i éléments of Bk-i.
Moreover, if aeJ, then x - a e If, since x - a ^ x ^ Mk and
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Let Ik AkUBk be a permissible partition such that xfé2(AkUAk-i) If
a îs one of the mk-\ éléments of JHAk-i, then x-aelk But x~aéAk
smce x£2(AkUAk-i) Therefore, Ak is a subset of a set with nk~Nk-i —

mk-i éléments, and so Ai can be chosen in at most 2n&quot;~Nk ^^ » ways
Therefore, the number of permissible partitions Ik Ak U Bk with
x£2(AkU Ak-\) is at most 2nk~Nfe x&quot;mfc

% and the number of permissible
partitions Ik AkU Bk with xé2(AkU Ak-i) for some x€

,-2Nfc-2-l-c,2iVfc-i + c-l] is at most

Combining the results of IV-VII, we conclude that the number of
permissible partitions Ik Ak U Bk such that x él(Ak U Ak-i) for some jc e
[2Nk_i-2Nfc-2-l-c, Nk-1] is less than 5e&apos;2nk~~Nk 1 Similarly, the number
of permissible partitions h= AkUBk such that x£2(BkU£k-i) for some jcg
[2Nk-i-2Nk-2-l-c, Nk-1] is less than 5e/2n&quot;~A&apos;k 1 Combining this with
condition (iv), we conclude that

for ail but at most 10e&apos;2nk Nk &apos; permissible partitions of h Puttmg together
the results of Ï-VII, we see that conditions (u) and (v) fail to hold for less

than 18e&apos;2nk Nk » e2Hk~Nk * permissible partitions Ik AkUBk This finishes
the proof of Lemma 4

CRITICAL LEMMA There exists an increasing séquence 0 No&lt;Ni&lt;
N2&lt; - • - and disjoint sets Ak and Bk with AkUBk~
[Nk-i + l,JVk-Nk-i-l] /k for ail fe&gt;l such that, if A*=Uk=iAk and
B*=Uk=iBk, then

(1) Nk£2A*U2£* for ail k, and

(n) 1/ F is any finite set of integers, then

*€2(A*\F)n2(£*\F)

for ail sufficiently large x^Nk

Proof. By Lemma 4, there exists an integer M&gt;0 and disjoint sets Ai
and Bi with [1, M-l] AiUBi such that Nx^2AiU2Bi and
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[JVi + l,2M-2-c]c2Ain2Ei. Again by Lemma 4 there exists N2&gt;Ni and

disjoint sets A2 and B2 with [Ni + 1, N2 — Ni — 1] A2UE2 such that conditions

(i), (ii), and (v) of Lemma 4 are satisfied for fc 2. We proceed by
induction to construct an infinité séquence of integers 0 No &lt; Ni &lt; N2 &lt; • • *

and disjoint sets Ak and Bk such that Ik Ak U Ek and conditions (i), (ii),
and (v) of Lemma 4 are satisfied. Now set A*=Uk=iAk and £*
Uk=iJ5k. It follows from condition (i) of Lemma 4 and the shape of the
intervais Ik that Nkg2A*n2JB* for ail fc.

Let F be any finite set of integers. Then Fc[0,JVp] for sufficiently large
p. Let jt&gt;Np+i and x^Nk for ail fc. Then jce[Nk-i + l, Nk~ 1] for some
fc&gt;p + 2, and so jce2(AkU Ak-i)r)2(BkUBk-i). But Ak U Ak-i&lt;= A*\F and

BfeUBk-icB^F since fc-l&gt;p+l, and so xe2(A*\ F)H2(B*\ F). This

proves the Critical Lemma.

3. Proof of the Theorem

Let 0 No &lt; Ni &lt; N2 &lt; • • • be an increasing séquence of integers, and let
Ak and Bk be a partition of the interval Ik =[Nk-i + 1, Nk~Nk-i~ 1] such

that A*=Uk=iAk and JB*=Uk=i#k satisfy the conclusions of the Critical
Lemma. We shall construct a partition of the natural numbers into an in-
finitely oscillating basis A and an infinitely oscillating nonbasis B with A*c:
A and B*c£.

Set rk&apos; [Nk-Nk-uNk] for fc&gt;l. In particular, F{ [Ni, Ni] {Ni}. We
shall construct partitions of the intervais 1% into disjoint sets A&apos;k and B&quot;i.

Let AÏ {Ni} and BT &lt;^. Suppose that partitions r;=A&quot;;UBff; hâve
been determined for ail j &lt; k — 1. We construct A&apos;k and B%.

Let p be an integer such that

Suppose that k is even. Choose S c U ;k=i (A; U A&quot;l) U {0} with |S| p, and
choose TcUjrf^UB&apos;;&apos;) with |T| p-l. Let ae uf-t1 (A;U A7)U{0}. If
aeS, put Nk-aGAÏ. If a£S, put Nk-aeBL Let èe U^-i1 (B,UJB7). If
6erUBk-i, put Nk-beB&quot;l If 6^TUBk-i, put Nfc-fc€AÏ. Since the sets

{0}, AJ9 A&quot;,&apos;, Bh B&quot;\ for / 1, 2,..., fc-1 are disjoint and partition [0, Nk-i],
and since the numbers in Fk are precisely those of the form Nk — x for xe
[0, Nk-i], it follows that the sets Ak and B% partition the interval 1%.
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We can count the number of représentations of Nk. Clearly, Nk has ex-
actly \S\ p représentations of the form Nk a + af with a, a&apos;e

U7k=i(A;UA&apos;&quot;)U{0}, namely, those with aeS and a&apos; Nk-a. Also, Nk has

exactly \TUBk i\ p-l + nk-i~Nk-2 représentations in the form Nk b + bf
with b, b&apos;e U,k=i (B,UB&quot;j), namely, those with be TUBk-i and b&apos; Nk-b.

Now suppose that fc is odd. Choose T#a u f= i (B, U B&quot;f) U{0} with \T#\
p, and choose S# e u 7k= i2 (A, U A7) with | S#| p -1. Let b e

U^BjUBTÏUiO}. If k^, put Nk-beB&quot;L If 6* T*, put Nk-beA&apos;L

Let a€ U^i1 (A,UA7). If fleS#UAk_i, put JVfc-a6A&apos;2. If aéS#UAk_i,
put Nk-aeB&quot;k. This détermines a partition Pk AkUB&apos;k such that Nk has

exactly |T#| p représentations as a sum of two éléments of

Uj i(B}U Brtl) U{0} and Nk has exactly |S#U Ak-i| p- l + nk_i-Nk-2
représentations as a sum of two éléments of U,k=i (A, U A&quot;&apos;)-

We can now partition the natural numbers into two disjoint sets A and
B, where

U A&apos;k&apos;)u{0}

k=i /
A= L(AkUA

k=i

B U (Bk U Bï) B* U U BX&apos;

k=i \k=i

The sets Aï and Bï are constructed inductively in such a way that, for
every p^l, every pair of sets S, T (where S&lt;=A and |S| p, and T&lt;=^B

and |T| p-l) is used to construct partitions Ik=AkUBk for infinitely
many even integers fc, and every pair of sets T*, S# (where T^&lt;^BU{0}
and |T*| p, and S#c=A\{0} and |S#| p-l) is used to construct partitions
Jï Aï U Bï for infinitely many odd integers fc.

We shall prove that A is an infinitely oscillating basis. Let S be a finite
subset of A, say, |S| p. Since A*&lt;^A, it follows from the Critical Lemma
that ail sufficiently large x^Nk can be written in the form x a + ar with
a, afeA\S. If fc is odd, then Nk has at least |Ak_i| nk_!-Nk_2 représentations

in the form Nk a + a&apos; with a,a&apos;eA. Since nk-i-Nk-2&gt;p for large
fc, it follows that Nk g 2(A \ S) for ail sufficiently large odd integers fc.

Let Tc:B N\A with |T| p-l. Let fc be an even integer such that
SUTc[0,Nk.2]. Let S&apos; be the set of those ae Uf^i1 (A, U A7)U{0} such
that Nk-aeA&quot;L Then JVk£2(A\S) if and only if S&apos;a S. If S&apos;cS and
S&apos;5* S, then |S&apos;|&lt;p-l. From the construction of Aï it follows that Ak con-
tains ail but at most p-2 of the integers of the form Nk-b with be
U7k-!2(B7UB7). Therefore, if Te uj^f (B,UB7) and if |T| p-l, then Nke
2((A\S)UT).
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Suppose that S&apos;= S. Let T be the set of those b € U f~ l (B} U B&quot;f) such

that Nk~h£A&quot;L Then \T&apos;\ p~l by the construction of A&apos;2, and Nke
2((A\S)UT) if and only ît TV T. However, since the pair of sets S, T
was used to construct the partition /£&apos; A&apos;k U B&apos;£&apos; for infinitely many even in-
tegers k, it will happen tor infinitely many even k that S~ S&apos; and T T&apos;,

and so JVkg2((A\ S)U T). Therefore, (A\S)UT is a nonbasis if |T|&lt;|S|.
On the other hand, if |T|&gt;p |S|, then T&apos;^T and JVke2((A S)UT).

Therefore, (A\S)UT is a basis if |S|&lt;|T|. This proves that A is an
infinitely oscillating basis.

Since the sets A and £U{0} were constructed by the same method, it
follows that BU{0} is also an infinitely oscillating basis. But 0£B, and so B
is an infinitely oscillating nonbasis. This proves the Theorem.
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